Welcome to Penn Law's monthly e-brief, a digest of the Law School's top news stories and events.

Prof. Roberts honored by Columbia for scholarship on race and justice

Prof. Skeel, Puerto Rico debt Oversight Board, convene at Penn Law

Penn Law alumnus uses Equal Justice Works fellowship to advocate for LGBT youth
Entrepreneurship Legal Clinic helps Penn students realize tech startup dreams

The Toll Public Interest Center leads law students to pro bono work:
Penn Current

Economic claims of House GOP’s tax plan may not hold up, according to new research by Sanchirico

PI Podcast: Steven Croley offers insights on the future of energy regulation

CERL releases report on veterans and opioid crisis

Case in Point podcast: Stephanos Bibas discusses President Trump’s Supreme Court nomination
Follow along with the latest in life at Penn Law by following us on social media!

#PENN LAW LIFE
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